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The visual" is the dominant social mode of modern media in what some have come to call the “post-literate age” of international mass media distribution and cultural hegemony. Media images are suffused with culturally-inflected visual meaning at both their points of production and moments of reception. But their very ubiquity, or mere “commonality”, often results in the dismissal of their political significance. In terms of comics, animation, video games, and especially the visually troubling horror sub-genres of each, for example, Robin Wood has argued that such fare was originally “dismissed with contempt by the majority of reviewer critics, or simply ignored” (2004: 202). Indeed, Eric Greene argues:

“Enigma constructs” their medievalism so that medieval themes inserted into the music function first and foremost as a direct conduit to the spiritual and mysterious. Interestingly enough, in most cases, this vision of the Middle Ages creates an aura of spirituality for renditions of sacred and secular works effectively combining the sacred and secular repertoires into one aesthetic category. This construction of the Middle Ages – the use of medieval music to convey a non-denominational and in some cases, non-Christian spirituality – could only occur after medieval music was removed from its academic, and to a certain degree, Catholic, context... (Greene, 2004: 106)

This same dislocation of politically-charged implications occurs in the transposition from traditionally literary (or at least linguistic) narrative representations into a visual modality.

These visuals are frequently attached to narrative and otherwise linguistic formulations that work to limit or even specify the meanings that are consciously associated with them: “the viewer’s process of picking up cues, developing expectations, and constructing an ongoing story out of the plot will be partially shaped by what the
narrator tells or doesn’t tell” (Bordwell and Thompson 2010: 100). In their now canonical Film Art: An Introduction (2010, 2020), David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson give a compelling example of Chris Marker’s experimentation with narration over a sequence from the film Letter from Siberia (1958). As each narration unfolds, highly varied in their respective meanings, the otherwise identical visuals that accompany them take on different valences that respectively seem to be the perfect indication of what the images present (Bordwell and Thompson 2020: 265). Indeed, without active critical analysis, we often capitulate to such linguistic messages and allow them to code the media images we consume in a prescribed ideological framework that aligns with what Stuart Hall refers to as the hegemonic “dominant-code” preferred by the creators or sponsors of cinema, advertising, comics, etc. (Hall 1980: 136).

In the arena of comic books, a paradigmatic scholarly text that deals with subversive political meanings is Mattelart and Dorfman’s How to Read Donald Duck (1971). They lucidly delineate how the political implications embedded in comics can be wholly subverted by especially children’s fantasy in the benign format of anthropomorphised animals. The otherwise “alienating social politics”, as Joshua D. Bellin (2005) would call them, are less-than-hidden within narratives which, otherwise, troublingly betray significant messages that champion a mentality of colonial normativity and subvert the contradictions of capitalist labour relations. However, Mattelart and Dorfman’s text largely deals with the narrative components of such comics and only summarily addresses the impact of the visual images of those comics in relation to the infantilising and trivialising effect of the presentation of the otherwise lovable anthropomorphised animal characters mentioned above, but the text could readily have included a more penetrating examination of the visual content to support its thesis.

While the contributions herein do not address such historical Disney visual representations, they do work to demonstrate how the visual elements of comics and other media formats can perform the same ideological work as the narratives that Mattelart and Dorfman examine, and even create their own more deeply nuanced political meanings out of historically-informed and culturally-inflected expectations and stereotypes of beauty, character types, gender, patriarchal authority, etc. In the related content of this special section, therefore—through the analysis of relevant examples from the world of animated cinema and commercial products’ packaging—two of the contributing scholars explore some key aspects of the composite relationship(s)
between visual representations and their narrative significance in examples of animated cartoons and advertising, on one side, and the inner, embedded cultural-political implications of those visualisations, on the other. Noting the discussions of cultural studies scholars who focus on the contexts of East Asian cultural production, Harumi Befu (2001), Nissim K. Otmażgin (2014), and Heung-Wah Wong (2021), among the key notions that inform the essays focusing on animation, we embrace the need to highlight the differences between cultural regionalisation and cultural globalisation, as well as that of a recentred globalisation (Iwabuchi 2002). The latter has, in turn, reframed the discourses of the relations between the cultural production from (and the consumption of it in) East Asia and its receptions and understandings, or misunderstandings, in Europe: not just in terms of cultural globalisation of the creative industries and pop culture’s output, but also in terms of the political-cultural framing and acceptance of the narratives and visual codings that the local audiences are able to understand and ready to accept, both culturally and cognitively (Pellitteri 2021a and 2021b). The articles on politics of visual media in this special section discuss these and other related nuances both from a cultural sociology perspective and via visual-cultural analyses of the materials used as case studies or as a litmus of the theses put forward in the section overall from mutually complementary vantage points.

Overall, the essays in this collection take the assumption that images and imagery of popular media forms are pregnant with political meaning that mutually constitutes the cultures and historical moments from which they emerge. Indeed, these contentions hold equally true for a range of visual media forms & formats that are not necessarily strictly “narrative”, including advertising, journalism, and social media content, all of which may embed and subsume a narrative scenario into the persuasive accent of their messages. As Bellin has argued about fantasy cinema, “far from being ‘timeless’ or ‘pure’ entertainment, [these narratives] play a vital role in circulating and validating pernicious cultural beliefs embedded within specific social settings” (2005: 2). This influence is also especially relevant in an age of free-flowing transnational media image distribution stemming from the affordances of the Internet and its global digital reach, as international audiences struggle to make meaning from culturally diverse visual encodings while factions of conservative ideology fuelled by the globalising effects on cultural, economic, ecological, and social fears resolve into increasingly violent “new forms of racialized poverty and oppression linked to economic liberalism and racist
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legacy” (Amin 2010: 2). These, in turn, give rise to what Slavoj Žižek refers to as “new forms of subjective pathology (the ‘post-traumatic’ subject)” (2011: xii) and “new forms of apartheid” (x), but they also hold out the promise for the decolonising and decentring of hegemonic image stereotypes in the construction of new international sensibilities and cultural enclaves, as well as proffer increasingly revelatory new forms of media interactivity and participation. Ours is certainly a fraught postmodern historical moment replete with new fissures, traumas, technological and social phenomena, and pandemics, all clouded in versions of what Fredric Jameson (2006) has referred to as the “post-modern sublime”, an overwhelming nebula of capitalist-inflected meaning that might seem beyond our powers to interpret.

In partial response, this collection of essays compiles the analyses of a variety of global visual media from recent scholarly case studies intended to foreground the contemporary and very political meanings circulating in images and imagery from across media environments and from around the world, from the identity-based interpersonal through to a now globally competitive cultural and economic hegemony. These are selected primarily from two larger panels that the Editors ideated and chaired at the 2022 IAMCR pre-conference hosted by Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University in Suzhou, China: Panel 3—“Politics of Visual Media”, conceptualised by David Christopher and chaired by Marco Pellitteri, and Panel 5—“Politics and Narratives in World Comics and Animation”, conceptualised by Pellitteri and chaired by Christopher (see Iamcr.org/beijing2022/world-of-narratives). Through the analyses of relevant examples from the various realms of transnational mass media environments, the contributing scholars explore key aspects of the composite relationship(s) between visual representations and their narrative significance, and of the embedded cultural-political implications of those visualisations.

The collection is completed by an extended and thorough review of the book Animating the Spirit: Journeys and Transformation edited by Tze-yue G. Hu, Masao Yokota, and Gyongyi Horvath (2020) – published with the University Press of Mississippi (Jackson, MS) –, a book which, in investigating some main spiritual dimensions of authorship and content within the broad medium of animation, addresses, on a lateral view, the general element of a deliberate politics of poetics, a perspective that is rarely adopted in animation studies.
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